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Key Points

• Emergence of a CD341

CD41low population with a
high capacity to generate
proplatelet-producing MKs
and functional platelet-like
elements.

• Platelet production is
inversely correlated to
CYP1B1 expression, a target
of the aryl hydrocarbon
receptor.

Themechanisms regulatingmegakaryopoiesis and platelet production (thrombopoiesis)

are still incompletely understood. Identification of a progenitor with enhanced

thrombopoietic capacity would be useful to decipher these mechanisms and to improve

our capacity to produce platelets in vitro. Differentiation of peripheral blood CD341 cells

in thepresenceof bonemarrow–humanmesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) enhanced the

production of proplatelet-bearingmegakaryocytes (MKs) and platelet-like elements. This

was accompaniedby enrichment in aMKprecursor populationexhibiting an intermediate

level of CD41 positivity while maintaining its expression of CD34. Following sorting and

subculture with MSCs, this CD341CD41low population was able to efficiently generate

proplatelet-bearing MKs and platelet-like particles. Similarly, StemRegenin 1 (SR1),

an antagonist of the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR) transcription factor known to

maintain CD34 expression of progenitor cells, led to an enriched CD341CD41low fraction

and to an increased capacity to generate proplatelet-producing MKs and platelet-like

elements ultrastructurally and functionally similar to circulating platelets. The effect of

MSCs, like that of SR1, appeared to be mediated by an AhR-dependent mechanism

because both culture conditions resulted in repression of its downstream effector CYP1B1. This newly described isolation of a

precursor exhibiting strong MK potential could be exploited to study normal and abnormal thrombopoiesis and for in vitro platelet

production. (Blood. 2016;127(18):2231-2240)

Introduction

Bloodplatelets play crucial roles in both physiology andpathology, and
it is therefore of major importance to understand the mechanisms
controlling their production. In adults, platelets are produced by bone
marrow megakaryocytes (MKs), which themselves originate from
hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells. In vitro production of platelets
for transfusion has been the subject of many studies in recent years.1-5

Continuous improvements in the culture conditions make this an
attainable goal, like the recent generation of transfusable human red
cells.6 Nevertheless, we are still unable to efficiently reproduce the
native process that can generate a calculated.1000 platelets perMK.2

One possible strategy to improve in vitro platelet production would be
to isolate and amplify MK progenitors with an increased capacity to
mature to the proplatelet stage.

Classically, human MK are differentiated in culture from CD341

cells, a population containing hematopoietic stem cells and a
mixture of progenitor cells with various potentials. Since the
availability of thrombopoietin (TPO), numerous protocols have
beendevised to refineMKdifferentiation.7-9Asa result, improvements

have been reported in our ability to expand the number of input
CD341 cells and to differentiate MKs, as evidenced by their
increased size and ploidy, the expression of platelet-specific markers
(CD41 and CD42), and their capacity to produce proplatelets.
Despite this progress, the percentage ofMKs reaching the proplatelet
stage remains low, and platelet production is well below that of MKs
differentiated in situ in the bone marrow.

An obvious strategy to improve this process is to reproduce as
closely as possible the conditions of the bone marrow. All the steps
leading to the production of fully mature MKs are controlled by a
succession of microenvironments constituted of cellular interaction,
cytokines, andextracellularmatrix,whichare for themostpart provided
by stromal cells within the bone marrow.10 Bone marrow–derived
mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) could therefore provide a favorable
milieu to improve the proliferation and differentiation of MKs from
hematopoietic progenitors. Their role in hematopoietic stem or
progenitor cell maintenance is well documented, and there have also
been reports thatMSCs could favorMKmaturation.11 In this work, we
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found that coculture of peripheral blood CD341 cells with bone
marrow–derived human MSCs significantly improved the pro-
duction of proplatelet-bearingMKs and platelet-like elements. More
importantly, culture with MSCs resulted in an enrichment of a
CD341CD41low population, which, on cell sorting, exhibited a high
capacity to mature to the proplatelet stage. A similar enrichment of
CD341CD41low cells with enhanced megakaryocytic potential was
observed in CD341 cells cultured with StemRegenin 1 (SR1), a
recently developed high affinity aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR)
antagonist known to maintain CD34 expression of progenitor cells.
Coculture with MSCs and exposure to SR1 both led to repression of
theAhRpathway, and their positive effect onMKdifferentiationwas
prevented by an AhR agonist, indicating that enrichment of CD341

CD41low megakaryocytic precursors proceeds through a similar
mechanism.

Materials and methods

MK differentiation in culture

CD341 cells were seeded in 24-well plates at a density of 4 3 104/mL in
StemSpan Serum-Free Expansion Medium (SFEM) medium supplemented with
20ng/mLhuman low-density lipoprotein andCC220 (13), a cocktail of cytokines
containing stem cell factor, TPO, interleukin-6 (IL-6), and IL-9 (all fromStemcell
Technologies, Vancouver, BC, Canada). Cells were cultured in the presence or
absence of a confluent layer of MSCs.12 On day 7, the cells in suspension were
harvested,washed, andcoculturedat53104/mLonanewlayerof confluentMSCs
in StemSpan SFEMmedium containing 50 ng/mL TPO for an additional 7 days.

In a second protocol, CD341 cells were seeded as above with or without
addition of 1 mM SR1 (Cellagen Technology, San Diego, CA).

The cultures were incubated at 37°C under normoxic conditions and 5%
CO2. In some experiments, cultures were performed in the presence of the
AhR agonist 6-formylindolo(3,2-b)carbazole (FICZ) (Enzo Life Sciences,
Villeurbane, France) added at 0.2 mM.

Cell sorting

The cells recovered on day 10 were incubated with a mixture of Alexa-
488–conjugated anti-CD41 (ALMA.17) and phycoerythrin (PE)-Cy7–
conjugated anti-CD34 monoclonal antibodies (mAbs; BD Biosciences) for
30minutes at 4°C. Theywere incubated for 30minutes in phosphate-buffered
saline containing 7-aminoactinomycin D (2.5 mg/mL) to select viable cells.
The sorting gateswere basedonfluorescence21 controls, andmegakaryocytic
precursors were sorted at 500 cells/s according to their CD34/CD41 expression
using a fluorescence-activated cell sorter (FACS) Aria II flow cytometer
(BectonDickinson,MountainView,CA). The sortedCD34141low andCD342

CD411 cells were then counted and seeded at 43 104/mL in 48-well plates in
StemSpanmediumcontainingTPOwith orwithoutMSCsorSR1or for 7days.

Analysis of MK maturation

Cellswere analyzed byflowcytometry (Gallios, BeckmanCoulter) after labeling
with anti–CD34-PE-Cy7 (Beckman Coulter, Villepinte, France), anti–CD41-
Alexa-488 (ALMA.17), anti–CD42c-PE (RAM.1), and anti–CD42d-Alexa-
647 (V.1) mAbs for 30 minutes at 4°C. The cells were then washed and
resuspended in phosphate-buffered saline containing 7-aminoactinomycin
D (2.5 mg/mL). The acquired data were analyzed with Kaluza software.

Statistics

Statistical significance was determined by means of the Student t test or 1-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by a Bonferroni posttest. Data were
analyzed using Graphpad Prism 5 software.

The supplemental Methods, available on the Blood Web site, provide all
technical details.

Results

Coculture of CD341 cells with MSCs increases the production

of proplatelet-bearing MKs and platelet-like elements

We evaluated whether MSCs could provide a favorable milieu for the
emergence of a MK precursor. CD341 cells were cocultured with
MSCs in a 2-step protocol. CD341 cells were first expanded for 7 days
in the presence of CC220, an optimized mix of stem cell factor,
TPO, IL-6, and IL-9, and then differentiated for a further 7 days in
the presence of TPO alone (Figure 1A). Culture with a preformed
monolayer of MSCs did not significantly modify cell proliferation
during the first 10 days of culture (Figure 1B) but increased the
production of proplatelet-bearingMKscounted at day 14 (Figure 1C).
Whereas 9.5 6 1% of the MKs exhibited proplatelets under control
conditions, this proportion rose to 22.16 1.6% in the presence of
MSCs (Figure 1D). This was accompanied by an increased
production of platelet-like elements in the culture media. Whereas
under control conditions, 2.9 6 0.5 3 105 platelet-sized particles
were counted per well at day 14, their number increased about
threefold to 8.4 6 1.9 3 105 platelets per well in the presence of
MSCs (Figure 1E). These corresponded to a yield of ;10 and 28
platelets per MK seeded at day 7, respectively.

Coculture with MSCs promotes maintenance of a

CD341CD41low population

We next questioned whether the MSC-dependent increase in
proplatelets and platelets could be due to selection of a specific
progenitor population. We first evaluated expression of the CD34
hematopoietic progenitor marker at different time points of
culture. Although before day 10, CD34 expression was similar
under both conditions (control and in the presence of MSCs), at
day 10, after passage to a TPO-containing medium, a significant
loss of CD34 expression was observed in control cultures (36.76
4.3% CD341 cells), whereas in MSC-treated cultures, CD34
expression was retained at the cell surface (72.6 6 2.7% CD341

cells; Figure 2A).
We then analyzed the appearance of the CD41 megakaryocytic

marker combined with that of CD34. After 7 days of culture with the
CC220 cytokine mix, a similar high proportion (60% and 69%,
respectively) of CD341 cells had acquired the CD41marker in control
and MSC-treated cultures (data not shown). In control cultures at day
10, the percentage of CD41-positive cells increased to 86.7 6 5.5%,
and 63.2 6 3.1% of the cells became negative for CD34 (Figure 2B,
left). Analysis of the CD342 and CD341 regions revealed a 1.7-fold
increase in the level of CD41 expression in CD342 cells (Figure 2B,
right). This allowed us to delineate 2 populations (CD342CD411 and
CD341CD41low) that represented 57.265.1% and 29.565.9%of the
total population, respectively (Figure 2B). By comparison, in MSC-
treated cultures at day 10 (Figure 2C), a much larger proportion of the
CD341CD41low population (50.7 6 4.5%) was identified, whereas
CD342CD411 represented a minority of the cells (12.96 3.7% of the
cells; Figure 2C).

CD341CD41low cells have a high capacity to produce

proplatelets and platelet-like particles

To evaluate the MK progenitor potential of the CD341CD41low

population, these cells were sorted by flow cytometry from an
MSC-treated culture (sorting window corresponding to gate 1 in
Figure 2B) and differentiated for 7 days in a TPO-containing
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medium (Figure 3A). Under this condition, a high proportion
of the cells reached the proplatelet stage (46 6 5%) when grown
in the presence of MSCs (Figure 3B). Much lower frequencies
were observed when CD341CD41low cells were cultured in the
absence of MSC (6 6 0.8%). The increased proplatelet yield
was accompanied by an 18-fold enhanced production of platelet-
like elements in CD341CD41low cells cultured with MSCs
compared without MSCs (9.1 6 0.7 3 105 vs 0.5 6 0.4 3 105

platelets per well, respectively; Figure 3C). These results indicated

that the CD341CD41low population enriched in the presence of
MSCs has a strong potential to produce proplatelet-bearing MKs
and to release platelet-like elements.

AhR antagonist SR1 maintains CD34 expression and increases

proplatelet and platelet formation

The above-described experiments suggested that the improved MK
maturation couldbe linked to sustainedCD34expression.Maintenance
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Figure 1. Coculture of CD341 cells with MSCs

promotes proplatelet and platelet production. (A)

MK differentiation protocol. Peripheral blood CD341

cells were cultured in the absence (Ctrl) or presence

of a monolayer of MSCs in a serum-free medium containing

a CC220 cytokine cocktail from days 0 to 7 and with

TPO (50 ng/mL) from days 7 to 14. (B) Level of

proliferation. Viable cells were counted on days 7 and

10 of culture using an automatic cell counter, and the

fold increase over the input of CD341 cells at day

0 was calculated (mean 6 standard error of the mean

[SEM] in 3 experiments; Student t test, P . .05, not

significant [n.s.]). (C) Representative differential in-

terference contrast (DIC) microscopy photographs of

culture well at day 7. Zoomed images of the boxed

region show extensive proplatelet development in the

presence of MSCs. Scale bar, 50 mm. (D) Pro-

portion of MK extending proplatelets at day 14 (22.16

1.5% with MSCs vs 9.5 6 1.1% for the control; mean 6

SEM in 3 experiments; Student t test, ***P , .001). (E)

Amount of culture-derived platelets. The cell suspen-

sion was subjected to multiple pipetting on day 14 of

culture, and platelet-like elements were detected and

counted by flow cytometry (mean 6 SEM in 3

experiments; Student t test, **P , .01).
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of CD34 expression has been reported in response to antagonists of
the AhR such as the high affinity SR1.13 In agreement with this, we
observed that CD34 expressionwas retained in cells cultured according
to the 2-stage protocol in the presence of SR1 (Figure 4A). Whereas
only 40.7% of the cells in control cultures expressed CD34 at day 10
after passage in TPO media, this population represented 71.6% of the
total cells after SR1 treatment (Figure 4B). Furthermore, exposure to
SR1 increased the proportion of proplatelet-bearing MKs at day 14
(11.564.5% in the control vs for 34.662.1%with SR1; Figure 4C-D)
and augmented the yield in platelet-like particles (2.76 0.73 105 per
well in the control vs 9.862.83105 perwell with SR1; Figure 4E).At
this stage, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) examination did
not reveal signs ofMKdamage and apoptosis, and caspase-3 activation
was restricted to 24% of the cells (data not shown).

Ultrastructural and functional characterization of

culture-derived platelets

On isolation by differential centrifugation, the in vitro–produced
platelets exhibited characteristics that were similar to native resting
platelets in terms of ultrastructure. They displayed a discoid shape, had
a normal distribution of the open canalicular system, and contained
a and d granules (Figure 5A). These platelets were anucleate and
harbored a well-defined microtubular marginal band revealed in
confocal microscopy with a tubulin b1-specific antibody (supple-
mental Figure 1C). Their size was, however, slightly larger than
that of circulating human platelets (3.9 6 0.1 vs 2.8 6 0.1 mm,
n . 30; ***P , .0001). The functionality of culture-derived
platelets was first assessed in a flow chamber system. RAM.
1-488–labeled human blood or culture-derived platelets mixed to
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Figure 2. Identification of a CD341CD41low population.

(A) CD34 expression and % of CD411 cells at day 10.

CD341 cells were cultured as in Figure 1A, and analyses

were performed on day 10. (B) (Left) Expression of CD34

and CD41 markers at day 10 in control culture conditions.

Representative flow density plot identifies 2 subpopulations

based on CD41 expression, CD342CD411 and CD341

CD41low. Gate G1 was later used in cell sorting experiments

(Figure 3). (Right) Level of CD41 expression at day 10.

The level of expression of CD41 in the CD341CD411

quadrant as measured by FL2 fluorescence intensity was

adjusted at 100% (gray bar). In CD342CD411 (black

bar), CD41 expression was increased by 1.7 6 0.1-fold

(mean 6 SEM in 8 experiments; paired Student t test,

**P , .01), defining a CD342CD411 population by

comparison with the CD341CD411 population defining

CD341CD41low cells. (C) (Left) Expression of CD34 and

CD41 markers at day 10 in MSC-treated cultures. (Right)

Level of CD41 expression at day 10.
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hirudinated blood (ratio 1/100) were perfused over immobilized type
I collagen at 300 seconds21. Cultured and native platelets similarly
adhered to the matrix after 10 seconds and became incorporated into
the developing thrombi (Figure 5B). In addition, cultured platelets
adhered and spread on a fibrinogen matrix and expressed active
integrin aIIbb3 in response to thrombin, although to a slightly lower
level than native platelets (supplemental Figure 1C). In vivo
functionality of culture-derived platelets was also documented in a
laser-induced arteriolar injury model showing incorporation into the
growing thrombus with 7.8 6 4.5 platelets per thrombus compared
with 9.76 4.9 platelets per thrombus for native platelets (Figure 5C).
The somewhat lower efficacy of cultured plateletsmight be due to the
presence of still undeveloped cellular fragments.

SR1 promotes the expansion of a CD341CD41low population

The responses obtained with SR1 resembled those observed with
MSCs, which prompted us to evaluate the CD34/CD41 phenotype of

the cells produced inpresenceofSR1.Similar to cultures in thepresence
of MSCs, a population with the CD341CD41low profile was clearly
predominant by day 10 of culture, representing 56.16 3.2% of the total
cells compared with 29.5 6 5.9% in control cultures (Figure 6A). As
shown in supplemental Figure 2, similar CD341CD42 low and CD342

CD421 profiles were observed when analyzing CD42b expression.
Following sorting at day 10, CD342CD411 and CD341CD41low

cells exhibited a similar size and ultrastructure (supplemental Figure 3).
Upon culture for 4 days in TPO-containing medium, significant
increases in size and degree of maturation were observed for CD341

CD41low-derived cells (supplemental Figure 3A-B) that were
accompanied by an increased ploidy (supplemental Figure 4),
upregulation of NF-E2 and FOG1, and downregulation of c-MYB
transcripts (supplemental Figure 5). At day 1014, almost all the
CD341CD41low sorted cells expressed high levels of CD42,whereas
in CD342CD411 sorted cells, a wider range of low as well as high
levels of CD42 expression were observed (supplemental Figure 2),
suggesting that SR1 via AhR blockade slows maturation and/or
conditions cells, which in the presence of TPO alonewill thenmature
as a whole to produce fully mature MKs.

After 7 days, these cells sustained production of an unprecedented
high proportion of proplatelet-producing MKs (91.0 6 2.4%) when
further grown in the presence of SR1 (Figure 6B-C). Much lower
frequencies were observed when these same cells were cultured in the
absence of SR1 (10.0 6 6.6%; Figure 6C). The increased proplatelet
yield led to a 6.8-fold enhanced production of platelet-like elements in
CD341CD41low cells cultured with SR1 compared with and without
SR1 (1.3 6 0.2 3 105 vs 8.4 6 0.9 3 105 platelets per well,
respectively; Figure 6D).

AhR pathway is involved in MSC-triggered MK maturation

In view of the similar responses to MSC and SR1 treatments, we
investigated whether the effects of MSCs might be mediated by a
pathway downstream of theAhR. Transcription of theCYP1B1 gene, a
member of the cytochrome P450 superfamily, is induced by agonists of
the AhR and repressed by antagonists such as SR1. CYP1B1 mRNA
levels were decreased by .100-fold in CD341 cells cultured for
10 days in the presence of SR1 compared with control cultures
(Figure 7A). Remarkably, culture of CD341 cells withMSCs similarly
resulted in a.90% decrease in CYP1B1 expression. Furthermore, this
decrease was reversed by adding the AhR agonist FICZ13 to the
coculture, indicating that repression of CYPB1 by MSCs occurred
downstream of the AhR.

We next evaluated whether MKmaturation induced by MSCs was
dependent on the AhR. For that, CD341 cells were cultured for 14 days
according to the 2-step protocol in the presence ofMSCswith orwithout
addition of FICZ (Figure 7B). Addition of FICZ prevented the increase
inplatelet production triggeredby the coculturewithMSCs.FICZadded
without MSCs also decreased proplatelet formation (data not shown),
suggesting that a fine tuning of AhR is required to promote proplatelet
formation. These results support that MSCs, similar to SR1, promoted
MKmaturation and platelet production by acting on the AhR pathway.

Discussion

In this study, we report the identification and generation of a dis-
crete population of adult hematopoietic progenitors primed for
MK differentiation that can efficiently mature to proplatelet-bearing
MKs. This population, identified by means of its CD341CD41low
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signature, was enrichedwhen adult CD341 cells were cultured in the
presence of an MSC monolayer or an antagonist of the AhR. We
found that culture with MSCs or SR1, in addition to promoting the
appearance of this MK progenitor, greatly improved the yield of
proplatelet-producing MKs and the release of platelet-like elements.

Several features of theCD341CD41lowpopulation identifiedhere in
the human system, such as the small size and low ploidy of the cells
(supplemental Figure 2) and their high capacity to fully mature into

MKs able to extend proplatelets, appear to correspond to the definition
of a platelet-biased progenitor. Its distinctive phenotype combines a
CD341 progenitor signature with expression of intermediate levels of
the CD41 megakaryocytic marker. CD41-positive cells have been
described among human CD341 cells isolated directly from bone
marrow or after culture under MK-promoting conditions.14,15

However, these populations did not fully recapitulate the present
CD341CD41low phenotype because they were highly polyploid and
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iments; Student t test, **P , .01). (E) Amount of

culture-derived platelets. The cell suspension was

subjected to multiple pipetting on day 14 of culture,

and platelet-like elements were detected and counted

by flow cytometry (2.7 6 0.7 3 105 in the control

vs 9.8 6 2.8 3 105 with SR1; mean 6 SEM in 5

experiments; Student t test, *P , .05).
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unable to proliferate.15 A population, also, with a decreased intensity
of CD41 expression, called CD341CD41dim cells, has been previously
observedafter cocultureofbonemarrow–derivedCD341cellsonhuman
MSCswithout TPO, but no evidencewas provided for a distinct CD41
subpopulation.16 Cells with a CD341CD411 phenotype representing
a very minor population were recently reported in cultures derived
from peripheral blood but were not characterized further.17 A CD311

CD341CD411 megakaryoblastic population resembling the cells
described herewas alsoobserved in reprogrammed induced pluripotent
stem cells cultured in a 3-step serum-free system.4 Altogether, the
literature and the present work strongly favor the existence of platelet-
biased progenitors among cells of human origin. An MK-oriented
progenitor has been better documented in the mouse using diverse
combinations of markers. Progenitors primed for the megakaryocytic
lineagewere identified through their c-Kithigh phenotype.18 Cellswith a
stem cell signature (signaling lymphocyte activation molecule–like)
and positive for vonWillebrand factor with a propensity to reconstitute
platelets have likewise been identified.19 Also in the mouse, CD411

hematopoietic stem cells were found to exhibit myeloerythroid and
MK gene priming.20 Finally, a unipotent megakaryocytic progenitor
was recently reported in a subpopulation of CD411CD421LSK bone
marrowcells.21Although difficult to translate to the human species due
to the use of very different sets of markers, these data strongly support
the existence of a unipotent MK progenitor distinct from the bipotent
megakaryocyte/erythrocyte progenitor and suggest that the CD341

CD41low population could represent or include such a progenitor.
The role of stromal cells in hematopoietic stem or progenitor cell

maintenance is well documented, and there have also been reports that
MSCs could favor MK maturation.22 Here, we observed that bone
marrow–derived humanMSCs could support the emergence of a MK-
oriented population characterized by its CD341CD41low expression.
Preservation ofCD34expression alongside acquisition ofMK-oriented
CD41 expression is a key signature provided by theMSCcoculture that
is even better exhibited in cells grown in the presence of SR1. Further
indication thatMSC coculture phenocopied SR1 treatment was the fact
that the same MK maturation capacity was observed when (1) sorted
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CD341CD41low cells derived fromMSCculturesweredifferentiated in
the presence of SR1 and (2) sorted CD341CD41low cells from SR1
cultures were grown in the presence of MSCs (data not shown).
Because SR1 phenocopied the effects of MSCs, we hypothesized that
the mechanism involved interference with the AhR signaling pathway.
This is strongly supported by the repression of the target gene CYP1B1
in MK cocultured with MSCs and by the opposing effect of the FICZ

AhR agonist. One hypothesis is that MSCs could provide an AhR
ligand or affect its signaling pathway. To determine whether the
supportive effects ofMSCsweremediated by secreted factors, cultures
were performed in the presence of conditioned medium derived
from MSCs (supplemental Figure 6). Analysis of CD34 and CD41
expression at day 10 and quantification of platelet production at day 14
showed no change with the conditioned medium compared with the
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control, suggesting that that interaction with the stroma might be
required to support the emergence ofCD341CD41low cells and to favor
platelet production.

SR1 was even more efficient than MSCs in promoting the ap-
pearance of the MK-oriented CD341CD41low population in our
culture system. SR1 was originally described to increase the number
of CD341 cells (two- to threefold during 7 days of culture) and to
promote the retention ofCD34 expression.13Under our experimental
conditions, SR1 did not increase the number of CD341 cells but

efficiently maintained CD34 expression up to day 10 of culture. The
effect of SR1 on CD341 cell expansion has been attributed to its
capacity to antagonize the AhR and to repress the induction of
CYP1B1 mRNA.13 Prior work has followed the role of the AhR
throughout hematopoietic expansion and differentiation of human
induced pluripotent stem cells. These authors observed that AhR
activation of hematopoietic progenitor cells drives an expansion of
these cells and also of megakaryocyte- and erythroid-progenitor
cells, indicating a positive role of the receptor at the progenitor
stage.23 Interestingly, however, they also observed that repression of
the AhR in these expanding progenitor cells favored megakaryocyte
specification, an observation that appears in linewith the conclusions
of the present work. Here, we further showed that blockade of the
AhR significantly improved the yield ofmorematureMKs susceptible
to extendproplatelets. On the contrary, treatmentwith theAhRagonist
FICZ prevented fullMKmaturation and platelet release. These effects
of SR1 and FICZ were observed under conditions where they,
respectively, blocked or enhancedAhR downstream expression of the
well-known CYP1B1 target gene. Other studies have evaluated the in
vivo role of the AhR and reported decreased platelet counts in AhR
knockout (KO) mice,24,25 but agonists of the AhR have been found to
decrease platelet counts.26 In addition to platelets, altered red and
leukocyte cell counts have also been observed in AhR KO mice.27

Therefore, AhR likely impacts many hematopoietic stages and
lineages and answers on its specific role in megakaryopoiesis might
require a tissue-restricted KO approach.

Culture with MSC or SR1 promoted the appearance of a MK
progenitor but was also able to greatly improve the yield in proplatelet-
producing MKs and the release of platelet-like elements. Indeed, their
absence during the second step of culture where only TPOwas present
significantly decreased the efficiency of proplatelet formation. This
capacity to sustain the last stages of MKmaturation has been observed
in some cases for MSCs16 but not with SR1. Implication of the AhR
pathway is again suggested by the effect of the AhR antagonist.
Observation that this antagonist favors MK engagement and MK
maturation is compatible with the fact that the AhR is present all along
the differentiation pathway (data not shown). Possible responses
targeted by this pathway to accomplish full maturation of MKs to the
proplatelet stage include development of the demarcation mem-
brane system and mobilization of the actomyosin and microtubule
cytsoskeletons, but the exact mechanisms remain to be defined.

In conclusion, the present work provides improved conditions for
the efficient generation of mature MK and platelets in vitro and new
directions to better understand the mechanisms of thrombopoiesis. The
addition of a small molecule SR1 to a well-defined 2-step protocol for
the culture of CD341 cells could provide a scalable source of MK
precursors. We showed that an unprecedented proportion (90%) of
these cells can reach the proplatelet stage in the presence of TPO,which
seemed inversely correlated to CYP1B1 expression. Alternatively, this
MK precursor population could also be isolated from cocultures of
CD341 cells with human MSCs, and we hypothesized that a SR1-
like molecule could be secreted or exposed by these stromal cells
(supplemental Figure 6). Subject to improvements in our capacity to
induce platelet release, this should bring us closer to the yields
required for transfusion purposes.
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